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PREFACE

These lecture notes comprise a three-semester graduate course in quantum 
mechanics given at the University of Illinois. There are a number of texts 
which present the basic topics very well; but since a fair quantity of the mate
rial discussed in my course was not available to the students in elementary 
quantum mechanics books, I was asked to prepare written notes. In retrospect 
these lecture notes seemed sufficiently interesting to warrant their publication 
in this format. The notes, presented here in slightly revised form, constitute 
a self-contained course in quantum mechanics from first principles to ele
mentary relativistic one-particle mechanics. The student may want to look 
as well at one or more of the standard texts, such as K. Gottfried, Quantum 
Mechanics (W.A. Benjamin, New York, 1966); A. Messiah, Quantum Me
chanics (North-Holland Publishing Company, Amsterdam, 1961), in two 
volumes; E. Merzbacher, Quantum Mechanics (John Wiley and Sons, New 
York, 1961); and for relativistic quantum mechanics, J. D. Bjorken and S. D. 
Drell, Relativistic Quantum Mechanics (McGraw-Hill Book Company, New 
York, 1964) and J. Sakurai, Advanced Quantum Mechanics (Addison-Wesley 
Publishing Company, Reading, Massachusetts, 1967). I occasionally refer in 
the notes to these books by author only. References to the Feynman Lectures 
are to R. P. Feynman, R. B. Leighton, and M. Sands, The Feynman Lectures 
on Physics (Addison-Wesley Publishing Company, Reading, Massachusetts, 
1965), in three volumes.

Prerequisite to reading these notes is some familiarity with elementary 
quantum mechanics, at least at the undergraduate level; preferably the reader 
should already have met the uncertainty principle and the concept of a wave 
function. Mathematical prerequisites include sufficient acquaintance with 
complex variables to be able to do simple contour integrals and to understand 
words such as “poles” and “branch cuts.” An elementary knowledge of Fourier 
transforms and series is necessary. I also assume an awareness of classical 
electrodynamics on the level of J. D. Jackson, Classical Electrodynamics 
(John Wiley and Sons, New York, 1962). Finally, I should mention that the 
figures in the notes are all sketches, not accurate graphs.

Among past and present colleagues I am particularly indebted, for their

v



vi Preface

patient criticisms, discussions, and comments, to R.W. Hellwarth, L.P. 
Kadanoff, and D.G. Ravenhall; and to J.D. Jackson, who read the notes 
through and made many helpful suggestions about revising for publication. 
I am grateful to Mrs. Marie Brosig who typed the original notes, to W. F. Saam 
for proofreading this volume, and to Nina Baym, for substantial editorial 
assistance.

G ordon  B a y m

Urbana, Illinois 
January, 1968
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Chapter 1 

PHOTON POLARIZATION

In order to become more familiar with the concepts and techniques 
of quantum mechanics, let us concentrate on one of the simplest quan
tum mechanical systems — one with which we are all very familiar — 
the polarization of light.

A classical light wave propagating in the z direction is described 
by the electric field vector

since the electric (and magnetic) field vector is perpendicular to the 
direction of propagation of the light. In Gaussian units, !h |= |E|, 
Hx = “~Ey, and Hy = Exi

H = z * E

Thus knowing E we know H.
Since electric fields are real we may write

Ex (r,t) = Ex°cos(kz-“a?t + Qfx )

Ey (r, t) = Ey° cos (kz- cct + ay), (1-2)

where k is the wavenumber of the light,

E (r,t) = Ey (r,t) I,

0

Ex (r,t)

)

(i-D

(1-3)

1



2 L E C T U R E S  ON QUANTUM M E C H A N I C S

and w is the angular frequency. ax  and a-y are the phases and E x °  

and E y °  the (real) amplitudes of the electric field components.
It is often more convenient to use a complex notation for the elec

tric field. We define the complex E vector by E = ( E x ,  E y ,  0) where

Ex = E x ° e iafx  Ey = Ey°eiQy, (1-4)

and write

Ex (r , t) = E x e ^  “ iwt, Ey(r, t) = Eye* 2 ‘  to t, (1- 5)

remembering that in the end we should take the real part of the com
plex field.

The polarization state of the light is directly related to the E vec
tors. For example:

(i) if Ey = 0, the wave is plane polarized in the x direction.
(ii) if E x  = 0, the wave is plane polarized in the y direction.

(iii) if E x  = E y ,  the wave is polarized at 45°, as in Fig. 1-1;
(iv) if Ey = ei7r/ 2 Ex = iEx, then the y component lags the x com

ponent by 90° and the wave is right circularly polarized:

Re Ey (rt) ~ cos(kz- wt + j ) , Re Ex (rt) ~ cos (kz— o?t).

(v) similarly, if Ey = - i E x, the wave is left circularly polarized. 
Let us calculate the energy of the wave in terms of E . The energy 

density of an electromagnetic field is given, in Gaussian units, by

Pig. 1-1
The electric field for 45 'polarization.
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e(rt) = ^  [(Re Ex (rt))2 + (Re Ey(rt))2 + (Re Hx (rt))2 + (Re Hy(rt))2].

(1- 6)

But for a plane light wave:

Re Hx (rt) = -  Re Ey(rt), Re Hy (rt) = Re Ex (rt). ( 1 - 7 )

Thus

e(rt) t(Re Ex (rt))2+(Re % (rt))2j

[ | Ex |2 cos2 (kz- « t  + a x) + 1 Ey |2 cos2 (kz- wt+ary)]. (1-8)

Now let us assume that the wave occupies a volume V which is very 
many wavelengths long in the z direction. The total energy of the 
wave is thus

etotal-
V

and |E |2/ 87ris the average energy per unit volume of the wave.
Consider what happens if we take a wave polarized at a 45° angle 

to the x axis and pass it through a polaroid filter that passes x po
larized light, but not y polarized light. Then before the light passes 
through the polaroid

E x  =  E y  =  E  ( 1 - 1 0 )

and after it passes through,

E x  —  E ,  E y  =  O j  ( 1 — 1 1 )

the beam comes out polarized in the x direction and its total energy 
is halved. The emerging electric field must be along x since we 
know that a second such polaroid, whose axis is parallel to the first, 
would have no further effect on the beam.

Now let us reconsider the effect of the polaroid from a quantum 
mechanical point of view. F irst of all we know that in quantum
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mechanics the total energy of a wave of frequency co cannot be arbi
trary but must be an integral multiple of fiw:

etotal = (1- 12)

where N is the number of photons in the wave. Thus when the energy 
of the wave is halved by the polaroid what must happen is that half 
the photons pass through and half don’t. This is very weird — clas
sically we would say that if any photon gets through, then since all 
photons are identical and all see identical conditions at the polaroid 
they should all pass through. The only way we can interpret what 
happens at the polaroid is to say that each photon has a probability 
one-half of passing through. We are really forced into a probabil
istic point of view by the fact that the energy of electromagnetic ra 
diation is quantized!

An immediate consequence of the fact that the passage of photons 
through the polaroid is governed by the laws of probability is that 
only rarely will exactly half the photons pass through. The mean 
number of photons passing through will be half the incident number — 
this must be the case if in the classical limit, i.e ., when the beam 
consists of many, many photons, we are to recover from the prob
ability laws the "deterministic” classical law for the passage of light 
through the polaroid. However, there will always be fluctuations 
about this mean number due to the finite size of b . (The requirement 
that quantum mechanics yields the correct classical limit is called 
the correspondence principle.)

In general, to calculate the probability of the photon passing 
through the polaroid, we just have to ask for the fraction of the en
ergy of a similar classical beam that is passed by the polaroid. This 
fraction is given by the ratio

|Exl2 lExI2 (1-13)
|e x |2+ |e v |2 -

For example, if the beam is polarized at an angle 6 to the x axis, 
then |EXI = |E| cos 0 • Hence a fraction cos2 6 of the total energy 
passes through, and we would conclude that a single photon whose 
polarization vector was at an angle 6 to the x axis would have a prob
ability cos2 6 of passing through an x-polaroid. Note that the photon, 
if it passes through, emerges, according to (1- 11) polarized in the 
x direction!

Similarly, if we had a prism that passed only right circularly 
polarized light, then to calculate the fraction of the energy passed, 
we would write the beam as a coherent superposition of right
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circularly polarized light plus left circularly polarized light

Then the effect of the prism would be to throw away the E l c P com
ponent and pass Er c P- The fraction of energy passed is thus

and quantum mechanically we would interpret this fraction as the 
probability that one photon would pass through the prism, and emerge 
with right circular polarization.

Since all beams of light are superpositions of many beams con
sisting of one photon each, we shall turn our attention to the polariza
tion properties of single photons. As we have already seen, it will 
be easy to discover the probability rules for one photon from our 
knowledge of the behavior of classical beams. The general laws of 
quantum mechanics are just generalizations of these rules.

For one photon, we have, from (1-9) and (1-12), that

|E|2V = 87rRw. (1-16)

We shall define the state vector of the photon polarization

The I*) vectors are vectors in a complex two-dimensional space, 
since their components are complex numbers. From (1-16) it fol
lows at once that I*) has unit length:

E = Er c p +E l c p ; (1-14)

I E r c p I 2 (1-15)
| E r c p I 2+ I e l c p I 2

(1-17)

by writing

(1-18)

W 2 + I^yl2 - 1. (1-19)

In fact, the state vectors are independent of the volume V and depend 
only on the state of polarization of the photon. For example, if
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then the photon is polarized at 45° to the x axis. A knowledge of the 
I#) vector gives us all the information we can have about the state 
of polarization of the photon.

Some special examples of these vectors are

|x) = j  : x polarization

|y) = ^ )  : y polarization

|R) : right circular polarization

|L) =^|  ̂ : left circular polarization.

Let us associate with each column vector | )̂ a row vector 
which we define by

< *l = ( fc*  ^y*)> ( i - 20)

where * stands for complex conjugate. Also we shall define the sca
lar product of a row vector (4>| and a column vector 14̂ ) to be

<*(*> = 0x*fe + 0y*^y = <*!*> *. (1- 21)

The normalization condition (1-19) on the I#) vectors can thus be 
written as

<*(*> = 1. <1- 22)

Clearly

<x|x> = l =<y|y>, <R[R> = 1 =<L|L>. (1-23)

The vectors |x) and |y) are orthogonal, i.e ., perpendicular, in
the sense that

(x  | y ) = 0. (1-24)
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They are said to form a basis, since any |#) vector can be written 
as a linear superposition of them

] * ) = (  | = fe|x>+0y|y>. (1-25)

W
Because they are orthogonal and satisfy the normalization condition 
(1-22), the basis they form is called orthonormal Similarly, the 
set |R> and |L) form an orthonormal basis, since we can always 
write

$x \ fe “ tyy Vx + tyy
!*> = ( J  iR >+— lL >- (1-26)

h

If we take the scalar product of both sides of Eq. (1-25) with (x| 
we see that

<x|*> = 0x <x|x>+0y(x|y> = x̂ . (1-27)

Thus we can write (1-25) as

I * )  = Ix><x|*> + |y)<y|*>, (1-28)

and (1-26) as

|*> = |R><R|*> +|L><L|*>. (1-29)

These equations are examples of the superposition principle; we can 
regard any arbitrary polarization as a coherent superposition of, 
e.g., x and y polarization states, or equivalently as a coherent super
position of right and left circularly polarized states.

Now let us return to the problem of passing a beam through an x 
polaroid. The classical rules tell us to regard the beam as a super
position of an x polarized beam and a y polarized beam, and that the 
effect of the polaroid is to throw away the y polarized component and 
pass only the x polarized component. The absolute value squared of 
the amplitude of the beam gives us its energy before it passes through, 
and the absolute square of its x component gives us its energy after 
it passes through. The fraction of the beam that passes through is 
given by (1-13). As we have seen, quantum mechanically this frac
tion gives us the probability of one photon with the initial polariza
tion passing through the polaroid. Written in terms of |^>, (1-13) is:
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Probability = (1-30)
W 2 + l^yf2

Thus <x|*> is the amplitude of the x polarized component of I'J'), and 
its absolute value squared is the probability that the photon in the 
state I#) passes through the x polaroid. We call <x|#) the proba
bility amplitude for the photon to pass through the x polarizer.

Next consider passing light through a prism that passes right c ir
cular but rejects left circular. As we have said, to calculate the 
probability we write the beam as a coherent sum of right circularly 
polarized and left circularly polarized light, as in Eq. (1-14) or in 
terms of the state vectors, as in Eq. (1-29). Then <R|*) is the am
plitude of the component passed by the prism and, in accord with 
Eq. (1-15), |<R|*)!2 is the probability that a photon in the state | )̂ 
will pass through the prism.

The general rule is that if we have a prism that passes only light 
in the state | $  >, rejecting light in states orthogonal to 1$ ) ,  then the 
probability amplitude that a photon in the state I*) will pass through 
the prism is

Notice that this probability is independent of the phase of I1®') or I $ ) ,  
though the probability amplitude depends on this phase.

TRANSFORMATION OF BASES

So far, in writing out I#) vectors, as in Eq. (1-17), we have been 
using the x, y basis. We can equally well use any other basis in 
writing out the vectors. For example, if we use a basis xT, yf re 
lated by an angle 0 with respect to the old basis, as in Fig. 1-2, then 
we would write

and the probability that the photon passes through is

(1-31)

(1-32)

(1-33)
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y

y’

X

The problem we want to solve now is how are the components of the 
vector |*) in the x1, y* basis related to the components in the x, y 
basis. From Eq. (1-25) we can write

Thus we know how to transform from the x, y basis to the x! , yf ba
sis as soon as we know the matrix in Eq, (1-36); we call this matrix 
the transformation matrix from the x, y basis to the x! , y! basis. 
Notice that Eq. (1-36) is valid for any two bases, not just for the two 
linear polarized bases we have been considering.

For the particular example that x' , y1 is the plane polarized basis 
rotated through an angle 6 from the x, y basis, we can write

|x) = cos 0|xT> — singly’)

(1-34)

and

<y’ l*> = <y’ |x >(x|¥> + < y’ |y) <y|*>. (1-35)

Written in matrix language:

(1-36)

|y) = sin 0|x'> +cos 0|y’ > (1-37)



so that

<xf |x> = cos 0, <xf |y> = sin 0,

<yT |x> = -  sin 0, (yT |y> = cos 0, (1-38)

and the transformation matrix, which we shall call (ft(0), is given by

( cos 0 sin 0
)• (1-39)

~ sin 0 cos 0

Thus

10 L E C T U R E S  ON QUANTUM M E C H A N I C S

cos 0 sin 6 

-  sin G cos 6 d -40)

We can interpret this equation in either of two ways. F irst, it 
tells us the components of the |^} vector in the rotated basis. On 
the other hand, it is completely equivalent to keep the vector fixed 
and rotate the basis, or to keep the basis fixed and rotate the vector 
in the opposite direction. Thus we can regard the vector on the left 
as a new vector 1̂ ’ ) whose components in the x, y basis are the 
same as the components of i#) in the x! , y! basis, i.e .,

<x» |̂ > = <x|̂ *>,

<y'!*> = <yl*T> (i-4i)
When and ipy are real, the vector I# ') is the vector |¥) rotated 
clockwise by 0, as in Fig. 1-3. Written in terms of <ft(0),

|*T> = <ft(0)l*>. (1-42)

In general, if we transform a vector by <ft(0), the new compo
nents of |*> will bear little resemblance to the old components. Let 
us ask if there are any state vectors that when operated upon by (ft (6) 
are at most multiplied by a constant

(ft(0)l*> = c|*>. (1-43)

If a vector satisfies a relation like this it is called an eigenvector 
of <ft(0), and the number c is called the eigenvalue of (ft(0) belonging to
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Pig. 1-3
Rotating the basis by angle 6 is equivalent 
to rotating the vectors by angle Q in the 
opposite direction.

the eigenvector I1* ') . We shall see that the concept of eigenvectors 
and eigenvalues plays a very important role in quantum mechanics. 

To find the eigenvectors and eigenvalues of (R(#), let us write it as

rl  0 \ /0  - i
<R(0) = c o s 0 | J + is in 0 l ) . (1- 44)

,0  1 /  \ i 0

(1-45)

in the x, y basis. Then we can write the rotation matrix <R(6) as 

<R(0) = cos 6+iS sin 6, (1-46)

' l  0^

where the unit matrix \ Q f is understood to multiply the cos 6.

We first find the eigenvectors and eigenvalues of S and then use 
Eq. (1-46).
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Now if

S| *> =X |*> , (1-47)

it is easy to see that X2 = 1. This follows directly from the fact that

f l  0 .
(1-48)

by the following argument: If |*> satisfies (1-47), then

|*> =S2|*> = S (S | *»  = S(X|*» = XS[tf> = X2|*>, (1-49)

and therefore X2 = 1 and

X -  ±1 . (1-50)

These are the eigenvalues of S. Now let us find the eigenvectors. 
The eigenvector corresponding to the eigenvalue +1 satisfies S]#)  -  
I'P). We can find the eigenvector by inspection; it is just the vector 
for right circularly polarized light

as may be verified by a trivial calculation. Thus

S|R> =|R> (1-51)

and similarly we find

S | L )= -| L > , f1- 52)

so that the eigenvector corresponding to the eigenvalue — 1 is |L), 
the vector for left circularly polarized light.

It follows at once that |R> and |L> are also the eigenvectors of 
<R(6) since

<R(0)|R) = (cos 0 + i sineS)|R> = (cos 0+i sin 0)|R>

= ei0 |R>
(1-53)
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and

<R(0)|L) = (cos 0 + i sin 0S)|L) = (cos 0~i  sin0)|L)
(1-54)

= e"i0|L>.

Thus the components of the vectors for right and left circularly po
larized light are changed only by a phase factor under a rotation of 
the basis. Are |R) and |L) the only eigenvectors of (R(0? The an
swer is yes, as we can see from the fact that we can expand any a r
bitrary I'i') in terms of |R> and |L)

|*> =|R><R|*>+|L><L|*>.

Under a rotation then

|*> -  <R(0)|¥> = <R(0)|R><R|*> + <R(0)|L><L|*>
(1-55)

= ei0|R) <R|’t> + e -i0 |L><L|^>.

Thus we can describe the effect on any I'i') of a rotation through an- 
gle 0, by saying that the right circularly polarized component is mul
tiplied by a phase factor e*0 and the left circularly polarized com
ponent is multiplied by a phase factor e"*®. Only if |^) is |R) or 
II) is <R|*) a constant times |^).

We shall call S the spin operator for the photon. If a photon is 
right circularly polarized, then its state is an eigenstate (which 
means the same as "eigenvector") of S with eigenvalue +1. We shall 
say here that such a photon has spin 1. Similarly, left circularly 
polarized photons have spin — 1. Any other state of the photon is a 
linear superposition of a photon with spin 1 (right circularly polar
ized) and a photon with spin —1 (left circularly polarized). As seen 
head on, the electric field vector of right circularly polarized light 
rotates counterclockwise, while the electric field vector of left cir
cularly polarized light rotates clockwise.

ANGULAR MOMENTUM

The concept of the spin of the photon, which we have introduced 
in terms of the behavior under rotation has a direct physical meaning; 
h times the spin of a photon is the component of its angular momen
tum in the z direction. We can see this connection, if we start from
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the egression for the angular momentum, L , of the classical elec
tromagnetic field1:

L ® /  d3r  r  x [E(r, t) x H(r, t)J. (1-56)

Let us consider a plane wave traveling in the z direction. Then E 
and H are in the x, y plane and L therefore has no component in the 
z direction. This result is only true for the mythical case of a wave 
filling all space; for a beam of finite diameter in the x, y plane,E *H 
must have a component in the x, y plane, near the surface of the beam, 
in order that the wave satisfy Maxwell’ s equations.2 There is ac
tually a z component of the integrand coming from the surface of the 
beam, and due to the r  in the integrand the total contribution of this 
term is proportional to the radius of the beam, times the surface 
area, i.e ., proportional to the volume of the beam. We isolate this 
term simply as follows. When V «E(r, t) = 0, as it is for light, we 
may introduce the (transverse) vector potential A (r,t), in terms of 
which

H(r, t) = Vx A(r, t), E (r, t) = d-57)c ct

Then substituting for H in (1-56), integrating by parts, and assuming 
the wave to be of finite extent, so that the surface terms at infinity 
are zero, we find:

L = -p - /  d3r  (E (r,t)xA (r,t))
4 t c

(1-58)

+7 —̂ f  d3r  V Ei(r,t)(rxV )A i(r,t).
4irc J j”

For a plane wave beam traveling in the z direction 

Ax (r,t) Ex° sin(kz-o>t+a!x),

ISee J.D. Jackson, Classical Electrodynamics (John Wiley and Sons, New York, 1962).

2This is a famous problem; see J .M. Jauch and F . Rohrlich, The Theory o f  Photons
and Electrons (Addison-Wesley, Cambridge, 1955), p. 34, for a detailed bibliography 
on the problem.
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C AAy(r,t) = — Ey sinikz-cot + Qfy) (1-59)

except near the edges of the beam. Then the z component of the sec
ond term in (1-58) can be neglected. The reason is that (r x V)z = 
d/dcp [where <p is the polar angle in cylindrical coordinates with axis 
along z] and thus only the surface of the beam contributes; the con
tribution is proportional to the surface area, not the volume. The 
z component of the angular momentum of the beam is thus

We have been using a real notation in these last few equations. Now 
let us write (1-60) in terms of the complex E vector that we have 
previously been using. Then

If we think of the beam as a superposition of a right and a left c ir
cularly polarized beam, then

and from (1-59) we find:

(1-60)

Lz = Ex°Ey°(eiay e“iax- e -ia yeiax)

- i s r v ^ - W ) (1-61)

is the right circularly polarized component, and

y/2
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is the left circularly polarized component. Thus

** ~ 8̂ (*ERCpl2- lELCpl2)- (1-62)

Up to here we have been completely classical. Now to make contact 
with quantum mechanics, we consider a beam consisting of only one 
photon. Then expressing E in terms of |*>, [Eq. (1-18)], we find

How do we interpret this formula? F irst of all, it is an experimental 
fact that if a photon traveling in the z direction is absorbed by mat
ter, then the z component of the angular momentum of the matter 
either increases by R or decreases by ft. It never remains the same, 
nor does it ever change by a value other than ±R. Furthermore, one 
cannot predict with certainty whether the transfer will be plus or 
minus R. At best we can only predict the probabilities of it being 
plus or minus R. We must interpret Eq. (1-63), therefore, as giving 
us the average value of the angular momentum transfer, averaged 
over many experiments in which we use a photon in the same polari
zation state I#) each time. This interpretation is completely analo
gous to the probabilistic interpretation we gave to the classical for
mula for the energy that passes through a polaroid filter, for the 
case that the beam consists of only one photon.

The average value of the angular momentum transfer is ft times 
the probability that the photon transfers angular momentum R, plus 
—ft times the probability that the photon transfers angular momen
tum —R. If we then look at Eq. (1-63) for the average value of the 
angular momentum transfer, we see that I<R 1^)12 is the probability 
that the z component of the angular momentum of the photon is +R, 
and |<L |̂ >|2 is the probability that it is - f i .  In the special case 
that the photon is right circularly polarized, then Lz = H and we can 
say that the photon definitely has angular momentum R. Similarly 
if the photon is left circularly polarized, then Lz = — R * and we can 
say that the photon definitely has angular momentum —R. In either 
case, the z component of the angular momentum is R times the spin 
value of the photon.

In general, if the photon is neither pure right nor pure left c ir
cularly polarized, we can’t assign a definite value to its angular 
momentum; we can only speak of the probability of the angular

(1-63)
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momentum of the photon being observed to have value ft, 
and the probability of its being observed to have value —ft.
As with the energy, the discreteness of the possible values 
of the angular momentum leads us into a probabilistic de
scription, if we are to recover the classical description in 
the limit of a large number of photons.

Let us summarize our description of the z component of the 
angular momentum of photon. Corresponding to this physical 
quantity we have an operator, i.e ., a matrix, RS. Photons
that are in an eigenstate, IR ) or I L ) ,  of this operator can 
be assigned a definite value of the z component of angular mo
mentum. This value is just the eigenvalue corresponding to the 
eigenstate that the photon is in. The eigenvalues of KS give 
the possible values of the z component of angular momentum 
of the photon. Any other photon state \'&) cannot be assigned 
a definite value of angular momentum, only probabilities for 
having the possible values. The probability of having a given 
value is calculated by taking the scalar product of I* } with 
the eigenstate corresponding to this eigenvalue and then taking 
the absolute values squared of this product, e.g., |<R|*>|2.

This connection between physical quantities and operators, 
the eigenvalues and the possible values of the physical quan
tities, and the eigenstates and the probabilities of having one 
of the possible values, is true in all cases in quantum me
chanics, not merely for the particular case we have consid
ered. It is the basis for calculating the expected results of 
measurements made on quantum mechanical systems.

We notice that the average value of Lz for a given state |¥),which 
is usually called the expectation value in that state and is written 
<LZ>, is simply given by

<LZ)=<'J'|BS|*>.

To prove this formula we note that from Eq. (1-29)

S|*> = S(|R><R|*> + |L><L|*»

= |R><R|*>- |L><L|*>,

using Eqs. (1-51) and (1-52). Thus

<¥|S|*> =<*|R><R|*> —<*|L><L|*>, (1-64)
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so that

k|<b|*>|1-k | < l| *> | * = < *| k s| *> . (1 - 65 )

We can make a great advance in notation if we define the outer 
product, |*> ($|, of two vectors |tf> and |#), which is a matrix, as 
follows

/toA
l * x * l  s  ( )

\ *y/

For example,

|x><x| = ( J ) (1 0) =

ly><yl = ( J ) (° i) =

|x><y| = ( J )  (0 1) = 

ly><x| = ( J ) (1 0) =

etc. It is important to notice that if we operate with I#) ($| on a 
vector |®), then the result is the vector | )̂ times <$(©), that is,

(|¥><*l)|e> = !*>«*!©». (1-68)

[One should verify this in detail using Eqs. (1-66) and (1-21).] Thus 
we neednTt write the parentheses in Eq. (1-68), and we can interpret 
an expression like I#)(#!©) in either of the two senses inEq. (1- 68). 

Using this outer product notation we can write

|x><x|+|y)<y| = 1 , (1-69)

the unit matrix. This equation, which is true for any orthonormal 
basis, is called the completeness relation. Notice that if we operate

0 y * )  =
M x *  M y *  

y4>y<t>x* 4>y4>y*
(1- 66)

ft I) 

( ID 

C S) 

(; :)•

(1-67)
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with both sides of (1-69) on a vector I'i') we find 

|x><x!iir> + |y><y|’J'> = |*>

which we recognize as being simply the expansion, Eq. (1-28), of I*)  
in terms of the basis vectors |x) and |y).

Now if we multiply the completeness relation in the |R), |L) basis

1 = |R)<R| + |L><L| (1-70)

on the left by S, we have

S= S|R><R|+S|L><L|

which, by Eqs. (1-51) and (1-52), becomes 

S = (+ 1)|R><R|+ ( -1 )  |L> <L f
(1-71)

= |R)<R|- |L><L|.

[This expansion of a matrix in terms of its eigenvalues and eigen
vectors will be generally valid for the matrices that represent phys
ical quantities.] Had we known this expression for S before, we 
could have written down (1-65) immediately.

To end this mathematical interlude, let us note that if we have 
an arbitrary 2 x 2 matrix M, which in the x, y basis is explicitly

mxx mxy\ 

myx myyJ

then the matrix elements are given by 

mxx = <x |m |x >, mXy = <x|M|y>
(1-72)

myx = (y|M|x>> m yy = <y|M|y> .

To see this, we note that, for example,

M|x>

■(
mxx mxy

myx myy

so that
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<y|M|x) = (0 1)1 * *  j  = myx,
\ my x /

etc. Equation (1-72) can be used for writing down the matrix ele
ments in any basis; for example, in the R, L basis

xnLR = <L|M|R>.

AMPLITUDE MECHANICS

In discussing the angular momentum of the photon, we saw that 
I (R 1̂ ) I2 was the probability that a photon in state |^) would trans
fer angular momentum +E in an experiment. Recall that |<R I*) |2 
also gave us the probability that a photon in state |̂ > would pass 
through a prism that passed only right circularly polarized light. In 
both these cases, |<R|*)|2 gives us the probability that the photon 
in state |̂ > will behave as if it were in the state |R). The origin of 
this interpretation lies, of course, in the superposition principle 
which allowed us to write

|*> =|R><R|*>+|L><L|*>.

This is one of the strange features of quantum mechanics. Clas
sically a system in a certain state, e.g., a particle at position x, 
moving with velocity v, never acts as if it were in a different state, 
say at x? with velocity vf. But quantum mechanically, because of the 
superposition principle, a particle in one state, |tf), always has a 
probability of behaving as if it were in state |$). This probability is 
| <$|¥ >|2, and it vanishes only when |$> and |*> are orthogonal. Only 
then will a photon in state |#> not have a finite probability of exhib
iting all the properties of a photon in state | $  ) .

We shall call ($!>£) the probability amplitude for a photon in the 
state )*> to be in the state |$). Often one says that |<$|*>|2 is the 
probability for a photon in state I * )  being in state |$>. But, what 
one really means by this statement is, as we have seen, that )|2 
is the probability of a photon in state |*> behaving in an experiment 
as if it were in state |$> .

We might be tempted to conclude, from measuring the angular 
momentum transferred to matter, that because the angular momen
tum transfer is always +H or —K, photons were always either in the 
state | R ) ,  with a certain probability, a ,  or in the state |L> with
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probability 1— O'. This is not a correct conclusion, for were it true 
we could never explain why an x polarized photon never passes 
through a polaroid whose axis lies in the y direction. After all, if

(a) an x polarized photon has probability I (R |x)|2 = 1/ 2 of being 
right circularly polarized, and a right circularly polarized photon 
has a probability l(y |R)|2 = V 2 of passing through a y-polaroid, and

(b) an x polarized photon has probability | <L |x)|2 = V 2 of being 
left circularly polarized, and a left circularly polarized photon has 
a probability |<y |L)|2 = 1/ 2 of passing through a y-polaroid, then the 
total probability of an x polarized photon passing through a y-polar
oid would be

|<R|x}|2|<y|R)|2 + |<L|x>|2|<y|L>|2 = j .  (1-73)

Since x polarized photons never pass through y-polaroids, this must 
be a wrong way of doing the calculation. What we are missing, in 
thinking of x polarized photons as being either right circularly po
larized or left circularly polarized, with equal probability, is the 
possibility of interference between the right and left circularly po
larized amplitudes.

The correct calculation of the probability of an x polarized photon 
passing through a y-polaroid, would take (y |x>, the probability am
plitude for the x polarized photon being in the state |y), and square 
it to get the probability. Since (y  |x) = 0, this probability is zero.
If we regard an x  polarized photon as a superposition of right and 
left circularly polarized photons, then the calculation would be the 
following: The initial state is |x) which can be written as a super
position of |R> and |L>:

|x>= |R><R|x>+|L)(L|x>.

Then the probability amplitude for passing through the y-polaroid is

<y|[]R><R|x> +|L><L|x>] = <y|R><R|x> +<y|L><L|x>. (1-74)

The probability for passing through the polaroid is the absolute square 
of this amplitude:

Probability = |<y|R><R|x> +<y|L><L|x>|2 = |<y|R>|2|<R|x>|2

+ l<y|L>l2|<L|x>|2+ <y|R)<R|x><y|L>*<L|x>* (1-75)

+ <y|R>*<R|x>*<y|L> <L|x> .
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The first two terms on the right give the probability we calculated 
in (1-73). The true probability is the sum of these two terms plus 
the last two term s, which represent the interference between the 
right and left circularly polarized photon. It is a trivial calculation 
to see that the interference terms exactly cancel the first two terms, 
giving a probability zero for an x polarized photon to pass through a 
y-polaroid; this is, of course, the correct answer.

Let us look more closely at expression (1-74) for the total prob
ability amplitude. ( L |x) is the probability amplitude for an x  po
larized photon to be left circularly polarized, and <y|L) is the prob
ability amplitude for a left circularly polarized photon to pass through 
a y-polaroid. Similarly (R |x) is the probability amplitude for an x 
polarized photon to be right circularly polarized, and <y |r ) is the 
probability amplitude for a right circularly polarized photon to pass 
through a y-polaroid. Expression (1-74) then tells us that the total 
probability amplitude for an x polarized photon to pass through a y -  
polaroid is the probability amplitude, <y |R) <R I x ) , for it to pass 
through as a right circularly polarized photon, plus the probability 
amplitude <y |L) <L |x) for it to pass through as a left circularly po
larized photon. The amplitude for the photon to pass through as a 
right circularly polarized photon is (L |x) ,the probability amplitude 
for the x  polarized photon to be L polarized, times (y |L), the am
plitude for an L polarized photon to pass through a y-polaroid. To 
find the total probability of the photon passing through, we calculate 
the absolute value squared of the total probability amplitude. We do 
not calculate the separate probabilities and then add, as in (1-73).

Notice that the rules for the. composition of probability amplitudes 
in quantum mechanics look very much like the classical rules for 
composition of probabilities:

1. The probability amplitude for two successive possibilities is 
the product of the amplitudes for the individual possibilities, e.g., 
the amplitude for the x polarized photon to be right circularly po
larized and for the right circularly polarized photon to pass 
through the y-polaroid is (R |x) (y |R), the product of the individual 
amplitudes.

2. The amplitude for a process that can take place in one of sev
eral indistinguishable ways is the sum of the amplitudes for each of 
the individual ways. For example, the total amplitude for the x po
larized photon to pass through the y-polaroid is the sum of the am
plitude for it to pass through as a right circularly polarized photon, 
<y |R)<R|x>, plus the amplitude for it to pass through as a left c ir 
cularly polarized photon, (y |L) <L |x), as in Eq. (1-74).

3. The total probability for the process to occur is the absolute 
value squared of the total amplitude calculated by 1 and 2 .
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l*> •|x>

Fig. 1-4
Device for observing whether a photon passes through an x-polaroid as a right or 
left circularly polarized photon. Prism A splits the beam into right and left circu
larly polarized components, which are then reflected from mirrors [M i, M2, and 
M3 for the right circularly polarized component] before being recombined by 
prism B.

In writing down rule 2 we referred to "indistinguishable ways." 
This means, for example, that if a photon initially in state |$) passed 
through a y-polaroid, then just from a knowledge that it passed 
through, we could not tell if it went through as a right circular or 
as a left circular photon; these two ways are indistinguishable. If 
we attempt to distinguish the two possibilities by using some addi
tional measuring device, then the presence of this device so changes 
the phase relation between the right and left components as to de
stroy the interference effect. If we had such a device present, and 
only if it was present, then, in fact, we would observe photons whose 
initial polarization was in the x direction, passing through the y-po
laroid. Such a device is illustrated in Fig. 1-4 . A prism A [com
posed of a birefringent material combined with a quarter wave plate] 
first splits the light into its right and left circularly polarized com
ponents. Then each of these components is passed through a sepa
rate sequence of three m irrors, and recombined again by prism B 
before passing through the polaroid filter. The purpose of the mir
rors is to detect the path taken by the photon. A photon of wavelength 
X has momentum
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along its direction of motion. Consequently when it is reflected by 
a m irror, such as M2, at normal incidence say, it reverses its di
rection and transfers momentum 2p to the m irror. If aphoton passes 
through the device, and reaches the polaroid, as a right circularly 
polarized photon, it will cause m irror M2 to recoil with momentum 
2p; if it passes through as a left circularly polarized photon, mirror 
M4 recoils. Thus to determine the path taken by the photon we sim
ply observe whether M2 or M4 is deflected.

Now to use a m irror, such as M2 or M4, as a measuring device 
we must know its initial momentum py in the vertical, or y direction, 
sufficiently accurately to tell if it receives a momentum transfer 2p 
from the photon. Thus the initial uncertainty Apy in py must satisfy

APy< 2 p. (1-77)

But from the Heisenberg uncertainty principle,

APyAy>27rK, (1-78)

the position of the mirror in the y direction must be uncertain by an 
amount Ay obeying

Thus if the y coordinate of the m irror M2 is uncertain by half a wave
length, the length of the path traveled by the photon in reflecting 
from M2 is uncertain by X [X/2 coming and A/2 going] -  a full 
wavelength. Consequently the phase of the photon by the time it 
reaches prism B is completely uncertain, and the phase relation 
between the right and left circularly polarized components is lost.

Mathematically the initial photon state is

let us say that the total phase change of the right circularly polarized 
component in passing through the device (up to the polaroid) is a r  > 
and is the total phase change of the left circularly polarized com
ponent. Then the photon emerges from prism B in the state

2?rH 27tK X (1-79)

(1-80)

!#’> -  |R><R|*> eiaR + |L><L|S> eittL. (1-81)

The amplitude that the photon passes through the x-polaroid is
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<xfR)<R|#> e10fR + <x|L><L|$> eia L , 

and the probability is

|<x|r>|2Kr|*>M <x|l>|2|<l|*>[2
(1-82)

+2Re«x|R> <R|$> e10!R<x|L>*<L|$> * e-1“L

The first two terms are the probabilities that the photon passes 
through as a right or left circularly polarized photon; the last term 
is the interference. When the mirrors M2 and M4 are set up with 
Apy < 2p then al  and cq̂  are uncertain to within 2ir. The observed 
probability, a result of many measurements, is thus the average of 
(1-82) over all values of the phases. Since

f i < y P ~ £ L ) ei(ttR- q L) = 0
o 27T

the interference term averages to zero.
Notice that this loss of interference does not depend on our looking 

at the m irrors; it is due solely to our preparing the m irrors with 
Apy < 2p so that they are capable of detecting the photon. If we wished 
to preserve the interference we must have the positions of all the 
m irrors fixed to an accuracy Ay < X/2; this precludes using the mir
rors to detect the photons.

UNPOLARIZED LIGHT

All along we have been speaking of photons in definite states of 
polarization. It is not obvious that we have room in our elaborate 
machinery for describing unpolarized light. The problem is that 
we have always assumed that we knew the state of polarization of 
the photon. But consider the following situation. Let us assume 
that we have a beam of monochromatic light which is composed of 
photons from two sources, one which always sends out photons in 
the state | ^ ) , and one which always sends out photons in the state 
\%). If the sources emit randomly, and are independent, we cannot 
say whether any particular photon in the beam came from one source 
or the other, but let us suppose that we know the relative strengths 
of the two sources. Then we can assign a probability, say p*, for 
any photon in the beam to have come from source one, i.e ., that it is 
in state h^i), and a probability, P2, for the photon to have come from 
source two, and thus be in the state |*2>. Of course, Pi + p2 = 1.
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Let us ask how we would write the expectation value, for the pho
tons in the beam, of any physical quantity, say the angular momentum 
in the direction of propagation. Recall that the average value of Lz 
was given by h times the probability that a photon transfers angular 
momentum +ft, plus — ft times the probability that a photon transfers 
angular momentum “ ft. Now the probability that the photon trans
fers angular momentum +fi is

that is, the probability, pj, that the photon was in state |¥2) , times 
I (R  l^ i )l2, the probability that a photon in the state I*'*) will trans
fer angular momentum +fi, plus the probability, P2, that the photon 
was in state |*2) >times the probability that a photon in state |^2) 
will transfer angular momentum +ft. Similarly, the probability that 
the photons transfer angular momentum —ft is

so that the average value of the angular momentum transfer is

k(PiI<r|’®,i> I2+P2l<Rl*2> I2) -  filia l* !) i2+ft«Li*2>i2)
= ftfliKR l*!)!2-  BKl I ^ I 2) +p2<fi|<R|'*r2>l2~ K|<L|*2>|2) (1-85)

=  P i< L z > i+ P S  <Lz >2 =  +  p2< * 2 |l!S|¥2> .

Thus, the average value of Lz for the beam consisting of two photon 
states is the average of the expectation value of Lz for state I**) 
and the expectation value of Lz for state |*2) , weighted with the 
probabilities for finding these states in the beam.

It is very important to realize that the statement tt the photon is 
either in state |*2) or |̂ 2) > but we don’t know which," is not the 
same statement as "the photon is in a state which is a superposition 
of li&j) and i* 2>." This is the distinction we were emphasizing on 
p. 21. The point is that when we say that a photon is in a state |$) 
that is a linear combination of states l^i) and | 2̂) ,

then we are implying that the relative phase of the coefficients a 
and jS is certain. For example, if l* i)  = |x) and |̂ 2) = ly) > tken ^  
a = 1 /72  and 0 = i/v § , clearly l*> = |R>, but if a  = 1 //2  and 
p = —i/V 2 , then |*> = |L>, which is a state completely different from

P i l < R | * i > l 2 + P 2 l< R |*2> i2, (1-83)

P ll< L | * l> !2 + P2l<L|*2>|2 » (1-84)

(1- 86)
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|R>. The relative phase must be fixed to specify the linear combi
nation uniquely. On the other hand, when we say that a photon is 
either in state or state |*2> > but we donft know which, then we 
are implying that there is no connection between the phases of these 
states, and hence no possibility of interference effects, which depend 
critically on delicate phase relations, taking place.

There are really two levels of probability in quantum mechanics. 
The first, which is called the pure case, is when we have a system 
that is in a definite state (often called a pure state). Then the be
havior of this system in a given experiment is governed by the prob
ability amplitude rules we have been discussing. The second case 
is when the system can be in any of several states, with certain prob
abilities. This case is called the mixed case, and we say that the 
photon is in a mixed state. Then one must calculate the results one 
expects in a given experiment for each of the separate states that 
can be present, and take the weighted average of the result over 
these states, as we have done in Eq. (1-85). In averaging over the 
various states that can be present, one uses the ordinary classical 
probability rules; there is no possibility of interference occurring 
between these states.

If there is complete uncertainty between the phases of a and /3 
in (1- 86), then we get the same results as if we had a mixed case 
in which the photon could be in state I**) with probability pi = Id2, 
and state |Sfr2) with probability p2 = |/3|2. Consider for example, the 
expectation value of Lz . For the state |$), (1-86),

<LZ> = <*|hS|*> = ( a W t l + p f r g l W a l * , )  +/?|*2»

= |a|*(¥1|lES|¥1) +|(8l2<*2lRS|*2> (1_87)

The first two terms on the right are the classical average of the 
result for state I'i'j) and the result for state |̂ 2)> as in Eq. (1-85). 
The last two terms represent quantum mechanical interference ef
fects, and depend critically on the relative phase of a  and p. If 
this phase is completely uncertain, and can take on random values 
for the different photons in the beam, then to get the average value 
of Lz, we must average over all possible values of this relative 
phase. To calculate this average, let us write a  = lale1^ ,  P = 
||8|e^2. Clearly neither (al2 nor \p\2 in (1-87) depend on the phases 
<f>l, But

a*p -  \ap|e~i^ “ ^ ,
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and when we average over the relative phase, cpx — <p2, then a*p and 
p*a will average to zero, the last two terms in (1-87) vanish, and we 
are left with the mixed case result (1-85) for the expectation value 
of L z .

We are now ready to answer the question, "what is unpolarized 
light?" It is light that has equal probability of being in any polari
zation state; the state of unpolarized light is a mixed state.

It turns out that this description of unpolarized light is equivalent 
to a much simpler one: If |^) and | 2̂) a r® any  two states that form 
an orthonormal basis, then light that is in a mixed state with equal 
probability of being in state I#*) or |*2) has all the properties of 
unpolarized light. That is, we could not distinguish experimentally 
whether unpolarized light was in any state with equal probability, or 
just in states 1̂ )  and |*2) with equal probability.

We can see this as follows. Our first description of unpolarized 
light calls for us, in calculating any physical quantity, such as <LZ>, 
to average over all polarization states. Now because \'&1) and |*2) 
form a basis, we can write any polarization state as a linear com
bination of them, as in Eq*. (1-86). Averaging over all polarization 
states is equivalent to averaging over all values of oi and j3, subject 
only to I d 2 + |jS|2 = 1, since <$|$) = 1.

Let us again consider, as an example, calculating (Lz) ; but I 
must emphasize that what we are doing is valid for any physical 
quantity and its corresponding operator. The expectation value of 
Lz is given in terms of a , /3, 1^ }, and 1^ ) by Eq. (1-87). In aver
aging over all possible values of a and 0 , let us first average over 
their phases. Then, as we have seen, the last two terms in (1-87) 
average to zero. Next, we must average over the magnitudes of a 
and p. Clearly the average of Id2 will equal the average of |jS|2 since 
a and P are completely equivalent. Also, since \a\2 + \p\2 = 1, we 
see that the average of Id 2 equals the average of |/3|2 equals V 2.
Thus in carrying out the average for an unpolarized beam we find

This is just the average we would have found had we assumed the 
photons to be in either state |*i) or 1̂  with equal weight.

The average (1-88) for unpolarized light is, of course, indepen
dent of the basis l ^ ) , | 2̂) > since this was an arbitrary basis. We 
can see this in another way, if we make use of the completeness 
relation, e.g. (1-69), for a basis. Suppose {|$i)> 1 ^ )} *s mother 
orthonormal basis. Then we have
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<Lz> = J  <*llKS| (l*i> ( * t\ + l«2><*2l)l«l>

+|-(4,2|!!S|(|$1> <*il + |*2> <*il)l*2>

= 7 « « 1l^><^llKS|$1>+<$i!^><«r2lKS|*i»

+ 7««2l’*,l> <*ilfiS|$2> + <*2l«r2> <«'2|fiSl$2»

= J< $1|KS|$I> +|-<s 2|ks|s 2>,

using the completeness relation for the *  basis. Thus unpolarized 
light is equally well a mixture of equal parts of photons in state |$*) 
and photons in state |$2> • For example, the beam that emerges from 
prism B in Fig. 1-4 is essentially unpolarized when Ay > X/2 for 
the m irrors M4 or M2, and we do not observe which path the photons 
took.

BEHAVIOR OF PHOTON POLARIZATION IN MATTER

Up to now we have been considering the effect on photons of 
prisms and polaroids that pass light in certain polarization states, 
but reject light in states orthogonal to these. Generally, if we shoot 
a photon at such a prism it has a certain probability for not emerging 
from the other side of the prism. Let us consider the passage of 
photons through crystals that to a first approximation allow all the 
photons to pass through, but change the state of polarization of the 
photons.

As an example, consider a "birefringent" crystal, such as cal- 
cite. This type of crystal has an axis, called the optic axis, with 
the properly that the crystal has a different index of refraction for 
light polarized parallel to the optic axis than it has for light polar
ized perpendicular to the optic axis. Let us take a block of calcite 
with the optic axis in the x, y plane, and pass through photons in the 
z direction. The photons polarized perpendicular to the optic axis 
are called the ordinary ray, and the photons polarized parallel to 
the optic axis are called the extraordinary ray.

In calcite, for red light, the index of refraction, n^for the ordi
nary ray is about 10% greater than the index, Hq, for the extraordinary
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ray. This means that the extraordinary ray travels faster through 
the crystal than the ordinary ray. Thus for an arbitrarily polarized 
photon traveling in the z direction, the relative phase of the ordinary 
and extraordinary components will vary as the photon propagates 
through the crystal. Consequently the polarization state of the pho
ton when it emerges from the calcite will, in general, be different 
than its state of polarization on entering the calcite. Let us try to 
describe this process mathematically.

Let |o) denote the state of polarization of the ordinary ray and 
let |e) denote the state of polarization of the extraordinary ray; |e) 
and |o) form an orthonormal basis. Recall that the electric field 
vector changes by a phase from point to point in space. Now
for a given frequency, w, the wavenumber k will be different for e 
and o polarizations:

k e = ^  e c

ko = - ^ .  (1-89)

If the calcite is of length I in the z direction, then the difference in 
phase of an e wave between its point of entry in the calcite and its 
point of departure will be keZ, and similarly an o wave changes 
phase by koZ. [The time factor e~iut is the same for both polariza
tions and doesn't effect their relative phase.] The effect of the cal
cite is to change an incident state |e) into e ^ e |̂ e ) , and an incident 
|o) state into e ^ °  |o) as the light passes through the crystal.

Thus, we can describe the effect of the calcite on the polarization 
state of a photon as follows. Let l^in) denote the polarization state 
of the photon as it enters the crystal. We can write l*in) as a linear 
superposition of |e) and |o):

l*in> = leXel^in) + |o>(o|^in>. (u *°)

Then the effect of the calcite can be described by multiplying the |e> 
component by e ^ ^  and the |o) component by e^ o*; the polarization 
state |*0ut> the photon as it leaves the calcite is therefore

l*out) = e ^ f e X e l ^ ^ + e ^ l o X o l ^ i n )  = U jfajn), (1-91)

where

uz = e^leX el+ e^loX ol. (1- 92)
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The probability amplitude that if the photon enters in state | )̂ it 
emerges in state |$> (i.e., behaves as if in the state |$)) is called 
the transition amplitude from |^) to |$ ) .  To calculate this transi
tion amplitude we use the fact that if the photon enters in state |4r) 
it emerges in state U;|^), and thus the probability amplitude for the 
emergent photon being in state |$) is ($|Uj|^). The square of this 
amplitude, | U j^ )| 2, is usually called the transition probability
from |*> to |$>. It is the probability that if a photon enters the crys
tal in state |*) it will behave as if it were in the state |$) when it 
emerges from the crystal. We shall meet the concept of transition 
probability again and again in quantum mechanics.

Clearly, the state of polarization, |*z) , of the photon after trav
eling through a length z of the calcite is

l*z> =Uz|*in>, (1-93)

It is instructive to consider how l1®^) changes as we move in the z 
direction. To do this, let us notice that Uz obeys the simple prop
erty

Uz +a = (1-94)

Showing this is left as an exercise. Thus we can determine the po
larization vector at the point z + a in terms of the vector at z, by 
writing

l*z +a> = Uz +al*in> = UaUz |*in> = Ua|*z >. (1-95)

Now let us suppose that the point z+ a is infinitesimally close to z, 
that is , kQa «  1 and kea «  1. Then we can expand the exponentials 
in the maxtrix Ua » (1-92), and write

Ua = (1 + ik0a) | o> <o| + (1 + ikea) | e> <e|. (1-96)

Note that because | o) and | e) form an orthonormal basis 

|o>(o| + |e> <e| = 1.

Let us define the wavenumber matrix, K, by

K = kele><e| +k0|o><o|. (1-97)

The eigenvalues of K are the possible wavenumbers of photons with 
frequency cj in the calcite. The eigenvectors are the polarizations 
that have these wavenumbers. A photon in any other polarization
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state can't be assigned a definite wavenumber, but must be regarded 
as a superposition of the two states |e) and |o) which have definite 
wavenumbers.

In terms of K we can write Ua> for infinitesimal a, as

Ua = 1+iaK. (1-98)

Hence l* z+a) = (1 + iaK)|*z >, or

l*z +a> "  l*z> = iaK|*z >. (1-99)

If we divide both sides by a, and let a tend to zero, then the left side 
becomes the derivative of the vector |1®rz ) with respect to z, and we 
have

~ | * z > = iK|*z >. (1- 100)

This equation, or equivalently Eq. (1-99), tells us how the polari
zation state changes as we move an infinitesimal distance along the 
wave. Let us write out Eq. (1-99) in components in the x , y basis:

<x|*z + a > -  <x|*z > = ia<x|K(x><xf*z> + ia<x|K|y><y|*z >. (1-101)

This equation says that the change in the x  component of |,$z ) as we 
move down the beam an infinitesimal amount a, is made up of two 
pieces; the first proportional to the x  component of |¥z } , with a con
stant of proportionality ia(x |K | x ) , and the second proportional to the 
y component of f^ ) with a constant of proportionality ia(x|K|y>. 
Similarly

<yl*z +a> “  <yl*z> = ia<y|K|x><x|¥z > +ia<y|K|y><y|«,z >. (1-102)

The vector |*2+a> is of unit length when |*z > is ; this means that 
no photons are absorbed between z and z + a. This places a restric
tion on the matrix K, which we can see by direct calculation. In 
components

(^ z  +al^z + a) = Kx l̂ rz + a)l2 + l^yl^rz + a)l2*

Using Eqs. (1-101) and (1-102) and neglecting terms of order a2, we 
find
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<*z+al*z+a> =1 = l<xl*z)I2 + l<yl’*,z>l2
+ia«x|K|x> -  <x|K|x)*)|<x|«z )|2

+ia« y|Kfy >- < y|K|y>*) |< y|¥ z >l2 
+ia«x|K|y> -<y|K|x>*)< y|*z><x|*z>* 
+ia«y|K|x> -  <x|K|y>*)<x|'Jrz><y|'Jrz)* .

Since the first two terms on the right are (^ zl^z) = 1, the last four 
terms must vanish. Since |¥z ) is an arbitrary vector, these four 
terms will vanish only if the coefficients of the components of |'$'z ) 
vanish. Thus

<x|K|x> = <x|K|x>*. <y|K|y> = <y|K|y>*

<x|K|y> = <y|K|x>*, <y|K|x> = <x|K|y>*. (1-103)

That K satisfies these three conditions in fact, can be verified di
rectly from its definition, Eq. (1-97).

If we define the Hermitian adjoint, K t, of K to be the matrix

(<x|K|x>* <y|K|x>*

<x|K|y>* <y|K|y>*

Then (1-103) says that

K* = (1-105)
K is then said to be Hermitian.

Thus the condition that no photons be absorbed as the beam trav
els through the crystal implies that the matrix, K, which tells us 
the infinitesimal change in |¥z> as we move an infinitesimal distance 
along the beam, must be Hermitian. We shall meet a similar argu
ment again when we come to discuss the Schrodinger equation, which 
says how state vectors change in time. It is also easy to verify that

Uzt uz = 1; (1-106)
a matrix satisfying this relation is called unitary. The fact that Uz 
is unitary is equivalent to K being Hermitian.

(1-104)

PROBLEMS

1. A man sends abeam of red light along the z axis through a polaroid 
filter that passes only x  polarized light. The beam is initially
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polarized at 30° to the x axis, and the total energy content of the 
beam is quite accurately 10 joules. Estimate the fluctuations in 
the energy of the beam, i.e ., the range of likely energy values, 
after it passes through the polaroid. How do the fluctuations 
depend on K?

2. (a) Write down a basis corresponding to 45°, 135°polarizations, 
(b) Write down a basis that is neither plane nor circularly po
larized.

3. (a) Calculate the transformation matrix from the x, y basis to 
the R, L basis.
(b) Calculate the transformation matrix from the R, L basis to 
the basis devised in Problem 2(b).
(c) Calculate the transformation matrix from the x, y basis to 
the basis in Problem 2(b), and show that it is the product of the* 
matrix calculated in Problem 3(b) and the matrix calculated in 
Problem 3 (a). In which order must you multiply these matrice s?
(d) Show in general that the product of

(i) the transformation matrix from a basis, 1, to a basis, 
2, with

(ii) the transformation matrix from basis 2 to a third ba
sis, 3,

is the transformation matrix from basis 1 to basis 3. Hint: 
make extensive use of the completeness relation, e.g., (1-69), 
(1-70), for a basis.

4. (a) Show that (^Im I^)*  = for any (#) and |^).
(b) Show that if M|*> = X|*> then <*|Mt = X*<*|.

5. Show that the transformation matrix from one basis to another
is unitary.

6 . (a) Show that the matrix |$}<$I is Hermitian.
(b) Show that the photon spin operator S is Hermitian. Gener
ally all physical quantities are represented by Hermitian ma
trices.

7. Let lx?(6))» |yf(6)> denote the basis tilted at an angle 6 to the x , y 
basis. Show that the components of a vector 1*) in this basis

(x’te)!*), <yf(0)l*>

obey the differential equations
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Solve these equations explicitly for |*) = |R) and |^) = |L).
8. The probability that a photon in state ) passes through an x -  

polaroid is the average value of a physical observable which 
might be called the "x-polarizedness." Write down the opera
tor, Px , corresponding to this observable. Show that it is Her
mitian. What are its eigenvalues and eigenstates ? Write down 
its representation in terms of its eigenvalues and eigenstates 
[as in (1-71)]. Verify that the probability that a photon in state 
|*> passes through the x-polaroid is <*|PX I^) •

9. Photons polarized at 30° to the x axis are sent through a y-po
laroid. An attempt is made to determine how frequently the 
photons that pass through the polaroid, pass through nas right 
circularly polarized photons," and how frequently they pass 
through "as left circularly polarized photons"; this attempt is 
made as follows:
F irst, a prism that passes only right circular polarized light is 
placed between the source of the 30° polarized photons and the 
y-polaroid, and it is determined how frequently the 30° photons 
pass through the y-polaroid. Then this experiment is repeated 
with a prism that passes only left circular polarized light in
stead of the one that passes only right. Show by explicit calcu
lation that the sum of the probabilities for passing through the 
y-polaroid measured in these two experiments is different from 
the probability that one would measure if there were no prism 
in the path of the photon and only the y-polaroid.
Relate this experiment to the two-slit diffraction experiment.

10. A beam with a certain number of photons is prepared by reflec
ting from a mirror for a moment a monochromatic beam from 
a laser; such a laser beam has, for our purposes, a very well 
defined phase. The number of photons in the reflected beam is 
determined by measuring the momentum transferred to the m ir
ror in the reflection. Show that AN, the uncertainty in the num
ber of photons in the reflected beam, times A<p, the uncertainty 
in the phase of the reflected beam is greater than 2ir. Show that 
this uncertainty relation is independent of the angle of incidence 
of the laser beam on the m irror. The uncertainty relation ANA <p 
^ 2ir between the number of photons in a wave and its phase is 
quite generally true, and doesnft depend on how the beam was 
prepared.

11. A photon polarized at an angle 0 to the optic axis is sent in the 
z direction through a slab of calcite 10”2 cm thick in the z di
rection. Assume the optic axis to lie in the x, y plane. Calcu
late, as a function of 0, the transition probability for the photon 
to emerge left circularly polarized. Sketch the result. Let the
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frequency of the light be given by c/a> = 5000 A, and let ^  = 1.50 
and nG = 1.65 for the calcite.

12. Using calcite and polaroid, devise a filter that will pass light of 
frequency c/a) « 5000 A only if it is right circularly polarized. 
Use the same indices as in 11.

13. What is the condition on the length of the calcite that, for fre
quency cj, l * out> *s always> to within a phase factor, the same 
state as l* in>.

14. Turpentine is an "optically active" substance, i f  we shoot plane 
polarized light into turpentine then it emerges with its plane of 
polarization rotated. Specifically, turpentine induces a left-hand 
rotation of about 5° per cm of turpentine that the light traverses. 
Write down the trs^isition matrix that relates the incident polar
ization to the emergent polarization. Show that the matrix is 
unitary. Find its eigenvectors and eigenvalues, as a function of 
the length of turpentine traversed.

15. Unpolarized light traveling in the z direction is sent through a 
block of calcite whose optic axis lies in the x, y plane. What is 
the effect of the calcite on the polarization properties of the 
beam? What will turpentine do to an unpolarized beam?

16. The trace of an n x n matrix is defined as the sum of its diago
nal components, i.e ., if

then

tr A = an + a22 + a33 + . . . + ann*

Show that the trace of a matrix is independent of the basis in 
which the matrix is written, i.e ., that it is invariant under a 
unitary transformation of the matrix,

A — utAU,

where U is unitary. Show that tr AB = tr BA.
17. (a) Suppose that a photon is in the state I#). Let
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Show that the expectation value for the photon of a physical quan
tity represented by the operator Q is tr P^Q. The matrix P $ 
is called the density matrix for the pure state 1̂ ) .
(b) Suppose now that the photon is in a state that is a mixture 
of state l^i) with probability ft, |̂ 2> with probability p2, etc. 
where ?  Pi = 1.

Let

p = I P i l * iX * i l .
i

Show that the expectation value for this mixed state of a physi
cal quantity Q is

<Q> = trpQ.

The matrix p is called the density matrix for the mixed state.
(c) Show tr  p = 1.

18. (a) The expectation value of any observable, Q, can be calcu
lated in terms of the density matrix as tr  pQ. The density ma
trix thus contains all information available about the state, pure 
or mixed, of a photon. Suppose that we have a beam of photons 
whose polarization state is unknown to us; it might be pure or 
mixed. We would like to perform several measurements that 
will completely determine the state. What measurements will 
determine the polarization state, and what is the minimum num
ber necessary?
(b) What is p for unpolarized light? What measurements would 
determine that the light was unpolarized?
(c) Find p for a mixed state consisting of 50% x polarized light 
and 50% right circularly polarized light. Find two orthogonal 
states that give the same density matrix.



Chapter 2 
NEUTRAL K MESONS

The formalism we have developed to discuss the polarization of 
the photon is applicable to many other problems. We shall consider, 
as an example, neutral K mesons. These mesons are produced in 
strong interaction processes like

Notice that charge is conserved in this reaction; the left side has 
total charge zero, and so does the right side. Similarly, there ex
ists another "quantum number,11 called strangeness, that we can as
sign to the particles that participate in-strong interactions, and it is 
an experimental fact that strangeness is conserved in strong inter
actions. Protons, neutrons, and tt mesons have strangeness zero, 
whereas A0 particles have strangeness —1, and K° mesons have 
strangeness +1. The left side of (2-1) has total strangeness zero, 
and so does the right side.

Corresponding to the K° meson, there is an antiparticle, called 
the K° meson. It must have the opposite charge and strangeness of 
the Kq meson, and thus it is neutral and has strangeness —1. A typ
ical reaction for aK ° is the absorption process.

[Verify that strangeness is conserved in this strong interaction.] 
One of the interesting facts about neutral K mesons is that they 

can be in a linear superposition of K° and K° states, exactly as pho
tons can be in a linear superposition of right and left circularly po
larized states. Let us represent the states of neutral K mesons by 
two-dimensional complex vectors, the same type of vectors we used 
to represent photon polarization. Thus we let |K°) denote the state

7T“ +p—* A°+K°. (2 - 1)

K° + p— A0+tt+. (2- 2)

38
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in which the meson is a K°, and we let |K°) denote the state in which 
the meson is a I ? . These states are orthogonal, and we choose them 
to be normalized to one. Thus |K°> and |K°> form an orthonormal 
basis. The general state of a neutral K meson is a linear combina
tion of |K°> and |K°). These basis states are independent of time; 
we will put all time dependence in the coefficients in this linear 
combination. One may think of |K°) as analogous to the state |R> 
and |K°)as analogous to |L).

We can define a strangeness operator, S, for K mesons, by writ
ing

The eigenvectors of S are |K°> and |K°>, the states that have a defi
nite strangeness, and the corresponding eigenvalues are the strange
ness values of the K° and K° mesons. Another way of writing S that 
doesn't involve writing out the components explicitly is

which we find from operating with S on both sides of the complete
ness relation for the K°, K° basis.

We can also define a charge conjugation operation for neutral K 
mesons that changes particles into antiparticles and vice versa. 
This operation, denoted by CP, is defined by

S | K°> = |K°>, S|K°> =-|K°>.

Thus in the |K°), |K°> basis

(2-3)

(2-4)

s = |k°><k0M k 0><k°|, (2-5)

CP|K°> = |K°>, CP|K°> = |K°>. 

In the K°, K° basis we have

(2- 6)

(2-7)

The eigenstates of CP are

|KS> =^K|K0> + |K°», |KL> =^(|K °>-|K °», (2- 8)
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as may be verified directly from (2- 6):

CP|KS> = |KS>, CP|KL> = -|KL>. (2-9)

The eigenvalues of CP are +1 and —1, and the corresponding physi
cal quantity is called charge conjugation parity. Thus a neutral K
meson in the |Ks> state has positive charge conjugation parity,while 
a neutral K meson in the Ik^} state has negative charge conjugation 
parity. We cannot assign a definite value of strangeness to the K s 
and K l  states; they are linear combinations, Eq. (2-8), of a state 
with strangeness +1 and a state with strangeness —1.

It is trivial to verify that I Kg) and |Kl ) form an orthonormal 
basis. We can express |K°) and |K°) in terms of them as

|k#> = ^ (| k s>+|kl » ,  |k°> = ^ (| k s>-|kl » .  (2-io )

We cannot assign a definite value of charge conjugation parity to the 
|K°) and |K°) states; they are linear combinations of a state with 
CP = +1 and a state with CP = —1.

The neutral K mesons decay by weak interactions. As strange
ness is conserved in strong interactions, charge conjugation parity 
is conserved in weak interactions. [Actually, CP is not perfectly 
conserved in weak interactions, but we shall only examine the con
sequences of exact conservation; see Problem 2.] One sees two 
kinds of decays of neutral K mesons. The first type of decay is into 
a 7r+ + ir  or 2tt° state that has CP = +1. Because CP is conserved, 
the state before the decay must have had CP = +1, and thus the state 
that decays into + tT  or 2^0|s must be Ks,

Ks — 7r++ir“ , K s-jr°+ ir°. (2-11)

These processes occur in a time t s « 0.9 x io -10 sec. The other
type of decay is into states with CP = —1, such as innr, 7rpv, and nev.
The K state before the decay must have been, by CP conservation, 
a K l state:

Kxf*7r7T7r, K^—'irev, (2- 12)

These processes occur in a time r L «  518 x 10 ~10 sec, a very much 
longer time than that for Kg decay. [The subscripts S and L stand 
for short- and long-lived.]

Let us consider how the states of neutral K mesons change in 
time. F irst recall that when we discussed calcite in Chapter 1, we
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found that a photon with frequency w in the |o) state had a definite 
wavenumber, con0/c , a photon with frequency o> in the |e) state also 
had a definite wavenumber, cjne /c , but that we couldnft assign a def
inite wavenumber to a photon that was in a linear combination of |o) 
and |e) states. A very similar situation occurs with neutral K me
sons. If the meson is short lived then its state changes in time with 
a definite frequency,

is the energy of the Ks meson, m s is its mass, and p is its momen
tum. If the meson is long lived then its state changes in time with a 
frequency

mL is the mass of the KL meson. [This connection between frequen
cy, i.e ., the time rate of change of the phase, and the energy, is a 
fundamental law of quantum mechanics.] If the state of the K is a 
linear combination of Ks and K L, such as K°, then it doesn’t have a 
single frequency; rather it varies as a sum of two frequencies, one 
for its Ks component, and one for its K l  component.

Suppose that at t  = 0, the state |4r(t)> of a neutral K meson is pure

We expect that at a later time, the probability for finding the particle 
in this state should decrease by a factor e mm̂'r s9 because of the ex
ponential decay law for the decay of the K s into tctt. Now this prob
ability is simply | <Ks | (̂t))|2. Thus the amplitude (Ks |¥(t)) must
vary in time with a factor e~*/2Ts, and the state |̂ (t)> must also 
have this time dependence, since the basis state |KS) given by (2- 8) 
is constant in time. Furthermore, as we have discussed, the state

(2-13)

where

Es = (p V + m sV )^2 (2-14)

(2-15)

where

E l  = (p2c2 +m L2c4)1/ 2; (2-16)

[*(t = 0)> = |ks>. (2-17)
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|^(t» varies in time by a phase factor e~ic°s*, where is the en
ergy of the Ks meson. Thus putting these two factors together we 
have

I* (t) > = e" 1Wst_t/2Ts|Ks> (2-18)

as the state of the Ks after time t. Similarly, if we start out with a 
K meson that is in a pure Restate at t = 0, then at time t its state 
will be

|*(t)> = e ‘ 1WLt_t/2TL|KL>. (2-19)

QUANTUM INTERFERENCE EFFECTS

Some rather striking quantum mechanical effects can occur with 
K mesons. As a first example, we consider how K° particles can 
turn into their antiparticles, K°. Suppose that at t = 0 we produce, 
by process (2-1) for example, a neutral K meson in the |K°) state. 
[We know that if strangeness is conserved in strong interactions the 
neutral K produced must have a definite strangeness value, +1, and 
hence be a K®.] Let us consider how the state | (̂t)) of this meson 
changes in time. At t = 0,

|*(t = 0)> = |K°> =^f(|Ks> +|KL » .  (2-20)

The change of this state in time is governed by the change of its Ks 
and Kl components in time; these are the components that have a 
well-defined frequency. From (2-18) and (2-19) we find that at 
time t,

|*W> , - f c  [ e- i" s‘- l/2T=|Ks> - e - ‘“ L,- , / 2TL|KL) ]  . (2- 21)

The probability amplitude that the meson inthis state is a K° at 
time t  is (K°|^(t)>. From Eq. (2-8), we find <K°|K  ̂ = — (K4 |Kj) = 
1 / /2 .  Thus

<K*|*«» . l _ ( e- tos t-t/2 T s _  e- t o Lt- ./2 T L^ (2-22)
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Fig. 2-1
Probability of observing a KO at time t, when the state at time 0 is a K°. Time is 
measured in units of r§.

The probability, then, that the meson in state |\£(t)) will behave as a 
K° is

P pft) = |<K°|*(t)>|2

1 r _t/ Ts . _t/ TL „ ~t <Ts ' i+ TL~i)/2  i  ^~23)= ~ l e  + e ~ 2e cos(o;s-ct;L)t J  .

The frequency difference cjs — c*>L is in order of magnitude just 
c2/fi times the mass difference, mg — m^, and experimentally 
mL — m s w h /2c2t s . Thus the plot of P|co(t) looks something like 
Fig. 2-1 for t «  t l . It is perhaps more useful to think of the ab- 
cissa of Fig. 2-1 as being the distance I = vt, that the K meson has 
traveled from its point of creation; v is its velocity. The picture 
then shows about the first 10 cm after the creation. Experimentally 
one observes the creation of the K° by looking for the A0 (or rather 
its decay products) in (2-1). When the K° is created, it has no am
plitude for being a K°, since <K°|K°> = 0. However, as the particle 
travels along, its Kg component decays away, leaving just KL , which 
contains a large K° component. Of course, after a very large dis
tance, ~102 meters [= pTL/m L where p is the momentum of the 
meson], the K L component will also have decayed, but that is too 
far away to show on Fig. 2-1. The K° component is observed when 
it undergoes a reaction like (2-2); one looks for the A0 that is cre
ated in this reaction. The wiggle in the curve is a result of the 
cos(cos “  ci>L>t term in (2-23). This term is due to quantum mechan
ical interference between the K s and K L amplitudes of the particle, 
and it provides an experimental determination of the mass differ
ence lms - m L |.
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A good optical analogy to this effect would be a situation in which 
we had a crystal that absorbed x polarized light strongly, but y po
larized light only weakly. Then if we shined right circular light 
through this crystal, after a small distance there would be a large 
amplitude for the light to be left circularly polarized.

Another effect of the same nature is the conversion of KL mesons 
into Kg mesons. If we produce a K beam, then after a few centime
ters the Ks component will decay away, and the beam will be pure 
K l . Any decays observed then will be of the type in (2-12). Now 
suppose that we pass this KL beam through a thin slab of matter.
The K mesons will undergo strong interactions with the protons and 
neutrons in the matter. The K° component of the KL can be scat
tered, possibly out of the beam, while the K° component can be both 
scattered and also absorbed via the reaction (2- 2).

Mathematically, the effect of the matter is to multiply the |K°) 
component of the beam by a factor a e ^ 9 and the |K°> component by 
a factor /3ei<P . The numbers o> and /3 are positive and generally will 
be smaller than one, representing loss of particles from the beam 
due to scattering or absorption. The phase shifts <p and cp' are real. 
Thus if the state of the beam before the absorber is pure KL

l*before> = ^(|K°> “  |K°». (2"24>

then after the absorber it will be

l*after> = ^(ae^ |K °> -  /3e ^ ’ |K°». (2-25)

The amplitude for the beam to be in the K s state is therefore

<Ksl*after> ( a e i(P - ),  (2_26)

which is nonzero if a or <p * <p' .
Thus the piece of matter has the effect of transforming the pure 

Kl  beam into a beam with a Ks component, and it then becomes pos
sible to see K s decays (2-11) on the far side of the matter. This ef
fect, which is well established experimentally, is called the regen
eration of Ks mesons; after all the Ks's  in the initial beam have de
cayed away, more can be made by passing the pure K l beam through 
matter.
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PROBLEMS

1. Suppose that a pure KL beam is sent through a thin absorber 
whose only effect is to change the relative phase of the K° and K° 
amplitudes by 10°. Calculate the number of Ks decays, relative 
to the incident number of particles, that will be observed in the 
first 5 cm beyond the absorber. Assume for simplicity that the 
particles have momentum = me.

2. If CP is not conserved in the decay of neutral K mesons, then 
the states of definite energy are no longer the KL, Ks states, 
but are slightly different states |Kl ’ > and|Ksf>. One can 
write for example i K ^ ^ l  + e jlK ^ -f l-e jlK 0) where e is a very 
small complex number (|e| ~ 2 x lo~3) that is a measure of the 
lack of CP conservation in the decays. The amplitude for a
particle to be in IK l1) (or |Ks!> ) varies as e~io;L t- t /2TL (or
e-iwst~t/2Ts) where fiwj, = (P2̂ 2*  mL2c4)*/2, etc. As before
t L » T S- , v
(a) Write out normalized expressions for the states |Ksy and
IKl 1) in terms of |K°) and |K°).
(b) Calculate the ratio of (i) the amplitude for a long-lived K to 
decay into two pions (a CP = +1 state) to (ii) the amplitude for 
a short-lived K to decay into two pions. What does a measure
ment of the ratio of these decay rates tell one about e?
(c) Suppose that a beam of purely long-lived K mesons is sent 
through an absorber whose only effect is to change the relative 
phase of the K° and I? components by 6. Derive an expression 
for the number of two pion events observed as a function of the 
time of travel from the absorber. How well would such a 
measurement (given 6) enable one to determine the phase of s 
and the short-long mass difference?



Chapter 3 

THE MOTION OF PARTICLES 
IN QUANTUM M ECHANICS

The motion of a particle in quantum mechanics is described by a 
(complex) wave function, ip(T, t), that gives the probability amplitude 
for finding the particle at point r  at time t. The absolute value 
squared | $(r, t)|2 of the wave function times a volume element d*r 
is the probability of finding the particle at time t in the volume ele
ment d3r  about t. Because the wave r , t) is a probability ampli
tude, it doesn't tell us how any one particle will behave, but rather 
it tells us the behavior of a large statistical sample of particles sub
jected to identical conditions. We found the same situation in dis
cussing the polarization state of the photon; we could not say with 
certainly how any one photon would behave when, for example, passed 
through a polaroid. We could only give the fraction of a large num
ber of identical photons that passed through the polaroid, and hence 
only the probability that any one would pass through.

THE SCHRODINGER EQUATION1

Suppose that we know the wave function for a particle at a certain 
time t. How will it change over the course of time ? Let us begin by 
answering this question for a particle that moves in one dimension only. 
It will be most convenient for us to divide the line along which the parti
cle moves into very small intervals, each of length X (Fig. 3-1). We

*This discussion, similar to material in The Feynman Lectures in Physics, Vol. Ill, should 
not be regarded as a derivation of the Schrbdinger equation; rather, it is an attempt to 
dissect it to see how it works.

46
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label the intervals by letters, i, j, . . . ,  and let $j(t) be the prob
ability amplitude for finding the particle in the interval i at time 
t. Then |^(t)|2 is the probability of finding the particle in the inter
val i at time tj and since the particle must be somewhere along the 
line, the total probability, summed over all the intervals must be

The amplitudes t) are like the components of a giant vector

very analogous to the state vector that described the polarization 
state of the photon. The photon vector had only two components, 
since there were only two independent possible polarizations, e.g., 
every vector could be written as a superposition of x and y polari
zation vectors. On the other hand, this vector (3-2), has an infinite 
number of components, since there are an infinite number of dif
ferent intervals along the line in which the particle can be.

Let us suppose that at time t, there is some amplitude for the 
particle to be in the interval i. Then because the particle is free to 
move about, this amplitude will "leak" into the neighboring intervals,

one,

(3-1)

Ai<t) 

I few

i*> = *!-,»>

*i(o

(3-2)
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exactly as a drop of oil on a table will slowly spread out over the 
table. Let us ask how much amplitude flows into the interval i + l  
from i in a time At. The motion of the particle from i to i + 1 is 
described by a probability amplitude, in very much the same way as 
we described the passage of photon through a polaroid by a proba
bility amplitude [e.g., Eq. (1-74)]. The increase in the probability 
amplitude in i + 1 is just the probability amplitude for the particle 
if it is in i to move to i + 1 in time At times the probability ampli
tude, ^i(t), that it is in i to begin with. The probability amplitude 
for the particle to move from i to i + 1 in time At will, for suffici
ently small At, be proportional to At. Let us call the constant of 
proportionality —iwi+1,j, where the i before the w stands for V—1. 
Thus the total amount of amplitude that flows from i to i + 1 in time 
At will be

-iA tw i+ 1 > i<Mt). (3_3)

The amplitude in interval i at time t + At will be increased by am
plitude flowing in from the neighboring intervals, and also decreased 
by amplitude flowing out. We can write the amplitude ^ ( t  + At) as

^i(t + At) = $j(t) iAtwj^ (t) — iAtw^ i + !$ i + i(t)

(3-4)
-  iAtwj [ipi(t).

The first term on the right is the amplitude that was in i at time t. 
The second term represents the amplitude that has flowed in from 
i — 1, and the third term represents the amplitude that has flowed in 
from i + 1.. If At is sufficiently small, we needn't worry about am
plitude flowing into i from intervals further away than the nearest 
neighbors. The last term in (3-4) includes the decrease in amplitude 
in i due to its flowing out; this is proportional to At and to ^ (t ) .  
There is another possible change in the amplitude ^ (t) that is in
cluded in this last term . Even if there were no flow from interval 
to interval, the amplitude in interval i could change in time At by a 
phase factor of absolute value one, since this wouldn't change the 
probability of the particle being in the interval i. We shall return 
to this point shortly.

The w coefficients are not completely arbitrary, but are restrict
ed by the fact that the total probability for finding the particle some
where must remain one at all times. Thus

2hij(t+At)|2 =Il^i(t)|2. 
i i

(3-5)


